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Risø-M-2345 
A PROGRAM IN BASIC FOR CALCULATION OF CAVITY THEORY CORRECTIONS 
Erling Bugge Christensen, Arne Miller 
Abstract. A program in BASIC for a desk-top calculator HP 9830A 
is described. The program allows calculation of cavity theory 
corrections according to Burlin's general cavity theory. The 
calculations are made by using tabulated values for stopping 
powers and energy absorption coefficients, stored either as 
coefficients to a fitted polynomial or as the actual table data. 
INIS-descriptors: BASIC; COMPUTER CALCULATIONS; *GAb€UtATI0»S; 
ENERGY TRANSFER; GAMMA DOSIMETRY; PHOTONS; STOPPING POWER; 
X-RAY DOSIMETRY. 
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The accurate calculation of weighted stopping power ratios and 
weighted absorption coefficient ratios are tedious work without 
the availability of large computers and sophisticated computer 
codes. This report describes how a desk-top calculator may be 
employed for an approximate calculation, with errors being in-
troduced mainly in the determination of stopping power ratios 
at the higher energies (> 10 MeV). For the calculation, the 
secondary electron and photon energy spectra must be known 
approximately. The theoretical background for this program is 
described elsewhere . This reference also contains examples 
of calculations made by the use of this program. Other cal-
culations may be made upon request. 
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM PARTS 
2.1- Stopping Power Program 
The program divides into 3 parts: 
1. Routine for fitting of tabulated data to a ninth-order 
polynomial. 
2. Routine for calculating stopping powers at specific energies. 
3. Routine for plotting stopping powers as a function of 
energy. 
2.1.1. Fi tt ing: 
— 2) 
The stopping power data published by Berger and Seltzer , or 
3) by Pages et al. are loaded into the calculator, stored on 
tape for later use, and a print is provided of the stored table. 
The data are then fitted to a ninth-order polynomial by a poly-
nomial regression fit routine from HP Plotter Pac for the 
HP 9830A calculator/HP 9862A plotter. The routine is modified 
slightly to adapt to this problem. After completion of the fit 
a print is provided of the 10 coefficients as well as a table 
over the deviations of values calculated by the polynomial from 
the actual table values. Fits have been made for 34 elements 
and the maximum deviation was found to be 0.3%, but in most 
cases the deviations were less than 0.1*. The coefficients 
must for the time being be transferred manually to the tape 
containing the stopping power calculating and plotting routines. 
2-1-2. Calculation 
This routine c»n calculate stopping powi and stopping power 
ratios at specific energies according to selected input data. 
The values will be calculated by use of the ninth-order poly-
nomial ^ound by the fitting routine. 
The calculation can be made for one material only, or it can be 
made for two materials simultaneously, and in that case the 
ratio is also calculated. Each material can be regarded as 
compounds containing maximum 8 elements each, and in that case 
the stopping power is calculated as the sum of the individual 
stopping powers multiplied by their weight fraction. 
The energy information is put into the routine as a histogram 
spectrum with arbitrary scaling. Each interval is given a 
weight according to its area relative to the total area of the 
spectrum. 
A choice can be made not to include the spectrum in the calcu-
lations. In that case the stopping powers are calculated at 
the beginning of each interval. This is arranged in order to 
facilitate tables of stopping power versus energy. 
If the spectrum is included in the calculations then the stop-
ping powers are calculated at the average energy of each inter-
val, and the stopping powers are multiplied by the weight of 
that interval. Thus a total stopping power for the material 
exposed to the selected energy spectrum is obtained by summing 
these values, and the stopping power ratio for two materials is 
found by dividing the summed values into each other. 
2.1.3, Plotting 
A graph of the stopping power variation versus energy for the 
materials and for the stopping power ratio can be provided by 
this routine. There is also included a possibility of providing 
a plot of the secondary electron energy spectrum used in the 
above calculations. 
The scaling of the plot is preset logarithmic on the abscissa 
over 4 decades (0.01 - 100 MeV) and linearly on the ordinate 
2 -1 (0-8 MeV•cm *g ) by standard procedures. The plot is made by 
calculating the stopping powers at specific energies with equal 
logarithmic intervals, and drawing straight lines between the 
calculated values. 
2.2. Energy Absorption Coefficient Program 
This calculator has a limited memory capacity (2808 words) and 
the program utilizes almost all this capacity. It has there-
fore been needed to build some space-saving into the program, 
which may make it somewhat difficult to survey. 
The program divides into 3 parts: 
1. Routine for loading data into the calculator. 
2. Routine for calculating (y /p) at specific energies. 
3. Routine for plotting (u /p) as a function of energy. 
2.2.1. Input 
The photon cross sections (=* energy absorption coefficients) 
5) published by Storm and Israel are loaded into the calculator, 
stored on tape and a print is provided. The routine is preset 
to follow the outline of the tables by Storm and Israel with i3 
energy steps between 0.01 and 100 MeV. 
Unlike the stopping power program, this program stores the 
taDlc values directly. We attempted to make a fit to a suit-
able polynomial, but as the number of constants needed was ap-
proaching the number of data points, we decided to store the 
data points. 
If y /p for an element contains discontinuities (K, L, etc.), 
this information is loaded into the calculator with information 
about the energy of the discontinuity and the two y-values 
(u and u~). 
2.2.2* Calculation of Energy Absorption Coefficient 
This routine will calculate energy absorption coefficient at 
specific energies according to the selected input data. 
It is possible to transfer material data from the stopping 
power program if it has been used prior to this program, but 
new data ca,. be entered as well. The procedure for doing so is 
the same as for the stopping power program with maximum 8 el-
ements in each material, but the total number of different el-
ements may not exceed 12. 
The energy spectrum information is put into the calculator as 
in the stopping power program and it is used in the same way. 
For calculation of v for an element at a specific energy an 
interpolation routine is applied (2nd order Lagrange): 3 data 
points are chosen close to the specified energy and a parabola 
is fitted to these points. The wanted value of u is then cal-
culated by the expression for this parabola. The data points 
are chosen according to the following: 
data points 
+ specified energy 
-e-H 
data points used for interpolation 
If discontinuities are included in the energy interval to be 
used for interpolation, the choice of data points are made in 




* data points originally to 
be used for interpolation 
specified energy 




in this case linear interp-
olation is applied. 
If the relative area of each energy interval ha.s to be taken 
into account in the calculations, it is done as in the stopping 
power program with the discontinuity as a special case as fol-
lows : 
If a discontinuity is included in the energy interval, then 
this interval is divided into 2 intervals by the discontinuity. 
The coefficient is calculated for the average energy of each 
interval and the average coefficient is found by averaging 
these two subintervals. 
2.2.3. Plotting 
A graph of the energy absorption coefficient variation versus 
energy for the materials and for the ratio can b_- provided by 
this routine. There is also included a possibility of provid-
ing a plot of the photon energy spectrum used in the above cal-
culations. 
The scaling of the plot is preset logarithr.ic on the acscissa 
over 4 dacades (0.01 - 100 MeV) and logarithmic on the ordinate 
2 -1 
over 3 decades (0.1 - 10 cm • g ) by standard procedures. 
The plot is made by calculating the energy abnrption coef-
ficient at specific energies with equal logarithmic intervals, 
and drawinq straight lines between the calculated points. 
2.J. Calculation of the Final Correction Factor 
This routine calculates f according to Burlin's general cavity 
6) theory : 
S u 
f = d • ~- • (1-d) -^ 
S2 u2 
. vol u æ g = 4 • 
* area 
16 
(E - 0.036)1"4 
max 
Sl Ul Information about E , -r* and —* is transferred from the stop-
max i. v> 
ping power and energy absorption programs. Voluste ar.d area 
_2 
have to be entered in units of g »cm 
3. LIST OF VARIABLES IN STOPPING POWER PROGRAMS 
KS[92.l0j Coefficients for ninth-order polynomial 
Nil] Number of elements in material 1 (max 8) 
N[2] Number of elements in material 2 (max 8) 
N[31 Number of intervals in energy spectrum 
N[4j Number of materials (1 or 2} 
Mla,bl Atomic number of elements in current problem 
(a,b) = (element no., material no.) 
P[a,b] Percentages of elements Mfa.bl 
A,F.9,Z Variables for intermediate use 
E[l] Beginning of first interval of energy spectrum 
EfAl End of Ath interval 
W[Al Height of A interval, arbitrary numbers 
W[31] Area of spectrum 
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Q 1 >» ^ topping power calc. with spectrum 
0 «* " " " without spectrum 
G[l] Stopping power for material 1, £ SP1.-W. at 
specific energy 
G[2] Stopping power for material 2, I SP2.»W. at 
specific energy 
G[3] Summation of SP1 over energy spectrum 
G[4] Summation of SP2 over energy spectrum 
G[5] G[3]/G[4] 
G[6] G[l]/G[2] 
D8 = G[5] for transfer to calculation of final correction 
factor 
Variables in plot routine for Stopping Power 
A = log (energy) 
E = energy. 
4. LIST OF VARIABLES IN ENERGY ABSORPTION PROGRAMS 
Generally the same variables are used as in the stopping power 
programs, but some more are added: 
KS[a] Contains information about discontinuities 
YS[b,c] Energy absorption coefficient t?.ble values 
(b,c) = (value (34), element no. (max. 12)) 
TS[d] Energies for coefficient table (33) 
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N9 Counter to locate table values in Y-array, 
M[element, material no. + 2] = N9 
PI Ratio of energy absorption coefficients. 
5. PROGRAMS 
5.1 Stopping power fit program 
5.2 Stopping power calculation program 
5-3 Stopping power plot program 
5.4 Absorption coefficient data input program 
5.5 Absorption coefficient calculation program 
5.6 Absorption coefficient plot program 
5.7 Correction factor calculation program 
6. APPENDIX 
The Organization of Energy absorption Coefficient Table Values 
If one element is present in both materials, then the data for 
this element is only stored once in order to save space. This 
is arranged as follows: 
The M-array is an 8 x 4 matrice. In the first column is stored 
the atomic numbers of the elements in the first material, and 
- ih -
in the third column these elements are numbered in succession. 
In the second column is stored the atomic numbers of the el-
ements in the second material, and in the fourth column these 
elements are numbered in succession, but if an element in the 
second material is present in the first material, then the num-
ber of this element in the third column is transferred to the 
fourth column. The numbers in the third and fourth column 
point to the location in the Y-array containing the data for 
the respective elements. 
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S.l Stopping powr fit program 
1 REM ***** ROUTINE FOR FIT OF SP; DflTfl TO fl 9TH DEC POLYNOMIUM ***** 
4 REM ***** DflTfl INPUT ROUTINE ***** 
5 DIM cceei jBCinjESEsøijøscsø^KSca] 
6 PRINT "#"»"ENERGY"»"STOPPING POWER" 
19 FOR X=l TO 55 
15 DISP "#"5X;"E»SP"; 
20 INPUT ECX3»QC:>n 
30 PRINT X>ECX]»QtX] 
40 NEXT X 
50 DISP "LOAD SP TftBLETflPE" 
60 STOP 
70 DISP "ATOMIC NUMBER"? 
80 INPUT 29 
90 STORE DflTfl 29, Q 
100 DISP "PRESS START FOR CflLC." 
110 END 
•4 REM ***** FIT ROUTINE FROM HP PLOTTER PHI FOR THE HP 9830R / HP 9862ft 
5 D2=9 
6 P9=ø 
28 FOR I=i TO 11 
38 CC I ]=B[ I ]=9 
40 NEXT I 
58 FOR 1=12 TO 66 
60 CCI 3=6 









LJL Stopping nowr f i t proorMi 
5 REM * * * * * ROUTINE FOR TRANSFER OF DflTfl TO CALCULATION OF FIT * * * * * 
16 BEF FNfKF7> 
30 IF W THEN 90 
48 FOR R=l TO 55 
50 BE 2 ]=LGTE[ fi ] 
66 Y=Q[fi] 
70 IF FHXl THEN 80 
80 NEXT R 
96 BISP "DONE" 
iøø RETURN 1 
5 REM ***** HP PLOTTER PfiC SUBROUTINE ***** 
18 DEF FNB(F7> 
28 IF N <= H2-W THEN 320 
30 Bl=9 
40 IF Dl <= D2-W THEN 78 
50 DISP "MAX DEG=";D2-W 
60 END 
70 IF M=8 THEN 319 
8ø T=ø 
96 FOR 1=1 TO Dl+i 
Iøø BE I 3=0 
llø FOR J=l TO D'l-I + 2 
120 R= (I + . I-1) *< D2+2-0. 5* (I + J> > 




160 IF BE I 3 >= ø THEN 188 
170 05=-05 
180 BE I3=BEI 3+05*18t <03-6> 
190 KE13=BEI] 
280 BE I3=KE13 
210 T=I*(D2+(3-I,J/2> 
228 NEXT I 
238 R1=0 
248 FOR 1=2 TO Dl+1 
258 R1=R1+C£I*<D2+(3-I>/2>3t2 
268 NEXT I 
278 Tø=CE <,D2+l}*<:B2+2>/2 3 
288 Tø=Tø~CED2+l3t2 
290 DISP "DONE" 
300 RETURN 1 
310 IF N>D2 THEN 340 
320 DISP "NOT ENOUGH POINTS" 
330 END 
- 1? -
J L M L — » J S I M B U » P J H B H B F I •»T i ! T ^ S S H M » 
34© p=«=i 
356 D2-B2+1 
368 FOR J=i TO »2 
37« IF CEP3 >= ø THEN 428 





438 FOR 1=1 TO B2-J+1 
448 CC P+1 3=CE P+1 3^ CE P 3 
458 NEXT* \ 
468 R=P*I 
478 S=R 
488 FOR L=1 TO D2-J 
498 P=P+1 
588 FOR JW=1 TO B2+2-J-L 
518 CC R+H-13=CC R+H-l3-CC P 3*CC P+H-13 
528 NEXT H 
538 R=R+H-1 
54© NEKT L 
558 P=S 
568 NEXT J 
578 T=<B2+i>*<»2+2>.'2 
588 FOR 1=1 TO B2-1 
55© T=T-1-I 
688 CCT3=1'CCT3 







68ø FOR K=l TO J 
690 V=V+U-K 
788 S=S-C£R+K3*C[V3 
71© NEXT K 
728 CCP3=S/CtR3 
738 NEXT J 
748 NEXT I 
75© C C U ' 1 / C C n 
768 GOTO 88 
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Sti , , Stopping POTtf fi\, PHWTJK 
4 RER ***** KP PLOTTER PftC SUBROUTINE FOR OUTPUT 
5 DEF FNCCF7) 
18 IF N=8 THEN 120 
28 PRINT 
38 PRINT "COEFFICIENTS" 
48 PRINT 
58 FORMAT F3.8«E13.5 
68 FOR 1=1 TO Di+1 
78 HRITE (15»58)"B(-I-l")="BCn 
t8 NEXT I 
m PRINT 
188 PRINT -R SWftRE = "R1^T8 
118 PRINT 
128 RETURN 1 
5 REr. ***** SUBROUTINE FOR DEVIFtTION EVALUATION 
18 DEF FND<F7> 
28 PRINT 
38 PRINT 
48 PRINT "ENERGY NEV ~> "ERROR IN X OF TflBLEVHLUb" 
58 PRINT "ORDER ="501,"ATOMIC NUMBER =";Z9 
€0 PRINT 
78 FOR X=i TO 51 STEP 5 
S8 HRITE <15»98>ECX], 
98 FORHflT Ffc.2 
188 FOR fl2=8 TO 4 
118 WRITE <15»158>a-FNZLGTE[X+B23/QCX+fl2^*Jø0^ 
128 NEXT ft2 
138 PRINT 
148 NEXT X 
158 FORHPiT F 1 2 . 3 
168 PRINT 
178 PRINT 
188 RETURN 1 
18 DEF FNPtZ) 
28 RETURN 1 
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£*2 Stopping power f i t prooram 
5 REM * * * * * HP PLOTTER PRC SUBROUTINE * * * * * 
18 DEF FNH*:Z> 
28 FOR 1=2 TO B2 
39 BEI + 13=BEI3*B[2 3 
40 NEXT I 
50 BED2+2 3=Y 
€ø R=ø 
?ø FOR 1=1 TO D2+2 
"80 FOR J=I TO D2+2-
90 R=R+1 
l i e C[R3=C[R3+B[I3*B[ J3*Z 
11© NEXT J 
126 NEXT I 
130 S1=S1+BE2 3*Z 
140 S2=S2+BE2 3t2*Z 
150 S3»S3+Y*Z 
160 S4=S4+Y*Y*Z 
1?8 S5=S5tBC2 3*Y*Z 
180 N=N+Z 
190 IF P9#l THEN 220 
209 IF Z#l THEN 238 
210 WRITE <15»258>N»BE2JtY 
220 RETURN FNPZ 
230 WRITE <15,260>"HELETE"BE23>Y 
240 RETURN FHPZ 
259 FORMAT F6.ø»2F14.4 
260 FORMAT 2F14.4 
5 REM * * * * * HP PLOTTER PRC SUBROUTINE * * * ^ * 
18 DEF FHZOO 
28 Y=BEDl + n 
30 FOR J=D1 TO 1 STEP - . 
46 Y=Y*X+BEJ] 
50 NEXT J 
60 RETURN Y 
5 REM * * * * * ROUTINE FOR MflNUflL TRANSF. Of' COCFF'S TO SP. >-riLC TflPL * * * * * * 
10 DIM KSC92»10 3 
20 DISP "LORD SP CflLC.TflPE"; 
30 STOP 
40 LOAD DATA 7»K 
50 DISP "ATOMIC #"5 
60 INPUT Z9 
70 FOR X=l TO 16 
80 PRINT "B<";X-1»">"» 
90 INPUT KCZ9,X3 
180 PRINT KCZ9»X3 
l l ø NEXT X 
120 STORE DATA 7»K 
130 END 
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» t i »wWBitHM BwHK H1»WMMI&IK 
5 REH * * * * * * * * * * ELEMENT INPUT ROUTINE * - w * - * , * 
13 DISP "HON MANY MATERIALS* 1 OP 2"'* 
28 INPUT Hl 43 
3ø PRINT NC 4 ] 
40 FOR A?=l TO HI 4 3 
5ø PRINT MATERIAL NR";fi3?"HOH HflNY ELERENlS ? 
6ø INPUT NC A3 3 
?ø HEXT A3 
80 FOR A3=l TO NE4 1 
85 REN * * * * * LOOP OVER HftTERIALS * * - * * 
9ø PRINT "MflTERIfiL NR"»R3; " i " » "ftTOMIC ffi'TV 
100 FOR A= l TO NI A31 
105 REH * * * * * * * LOOP OVER ELEMENTS I N EfiCH MATERIAL * * * * * * r 
118 DISP " N R ' J f t ! " ATOMIC HR,' :~; 
12ø INPUT H£A»H33>FlH>A3 3 
125 REN * * * * * * * * * THE H ARRAY IS ftTOMIC HwiBERS- P IS '. FOR: THE ELEH 
138 PRINT " "»A»H[R'R33tP£R*R33 
14ø NEXT fi 
158 NEXT R3 
155 REH ******** LINE 166-25^ IS C «L f- br -i =.-,-'!: PRECEHCE »**** — 
160 FOR R3=l TO M[ 43 
178 FOR ft=l TO Nff i33 
188 PESTURE 
185 PEK *;-r***** RESET PRTR POINTER TO F.- i :I.I-; rOllli -T*** T+ 
198 FOR Rl = l TO 34 
195 REH ******* THE OPPER BOUND IS • OF L^LIILHTS CURRENTLY SPECIFIED 
2øø READ Z9 
218 IF H[R»R3 3=29 THEN 248 
228 NEXT Rl 
238 PRINT "ELEMENT NR" JMCfl? A33? " ISN'T PRhSCSIl ' 
248 NEXT R 
250 NE':'T fl~i 
268 REH * * * * * LINE 278-348 IS " i&O :; CHECK' " * * * * 
278 FOR H3=l TO NC43 
275 E9=8 
288 FOR fl=l TO NCA3 3 
298 E9=E9+PCR,R3 3 
295 REH ***** SUMMATION OF ;: *******-
308 NEXT A 
318 IF 99.8<E9 AND E9<188.2 THEN 348 
328 PRINT "TOTAL V. IS NOT 108 FOR MATERIAL HP" iR3 
338 GOTO 80 
348 NEXT A3 
358 L'RTA I»2>3>4*6*7 f8>9»18 t l2>13>1S»26>29> 5*» 4 7 . 5 8 f 5 4 » 6 2 f 7 4 , 7 9 . 8 2 * 9 2 
351 DATA 5»ll»14»15»16»17»19f28»28»3d»35 
360 END 
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If SliCTJltJOT PrggfMI 
5 REH * * * * * * * SPECTRUfl IHPUT ROUTINE * * * * * * * * 
18 PRIHT -HOW HBNY INTER'/ftLS"? 
28 INPUT N£33 
38 PRIHT NE33 
48 PRIHT "BEGINNING OF FIRST INTERVAL" 
58 IHPUT E£13 
m PRIHT EC 13 
«5 REH * * * * * * * LINE 73-11© IS INPUT LOOP -L,:R FECTRUH * * * * * * 
78 FOR R=2 TO NC3 3+1 
m BISP "END OF INTERVAL«HEIGHT"? 
98 INPUT EEfi3*HtH3 
188 PRIHT ECft-13;---:ECR3»HCR3 
118 HEST H 
128 HC 313=8 
125 REH * * * * * CftLC. OF TOTAL ftRZB OF SPECTRUM * * * * * * 
138 FOR ft=2 TO HC33+1 
148 H£313=Ht313+<vECft3-EEfi-13>*H£ft3> 
158 NEXT ft 
I € 8 PRINT " EHERGY IHTER¥ftLS% "HEIGHT" * ~REL. HREfl" 
178 FOR ft=2 TO HE 3 3+1 
175 REH ******* PRIHT OF SPECTRUH HITH NORMALIZED WEIGHTS **, 
188 WRITE <15»29e>ECfl-13»E[ft3»Htft3»HCft3*'E[ft]-EtH-13),HC313 
198 NEXT A 
288 FORHRT Ell.3?" -~»E11.3*F18.2>Fi5.3 
218 END 
18 COH »S,HI[8«43,PS[y,23,ES£3ø3,HS[3i3»HIt4J,Ks[42,lft] 
28 DIH i»s[6 3 
38 LOAD DRTH 7»K 
48 LOAD KEY 3 
58 END 
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1*2—Stopping power calculation program 
5 REM ******* CFlLC. OF STOPPING POWER ROUTINE ******* 
19 D ISP "CflLC. TABLE WITH SPECTRUM »ENTER 1 ELSE 0" 5 
2© INPUT Q 
36 GC 3 3=G[ 4 3=GE 5 3=GC 6 3=6 
40 PRINT "ENERGY SPECTRUM"; 
58 IF Q THEN 78 
60 PRINT " NOT"? 
78 PRINT " INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS" 
Sø IF HE 4 3=1 THEN 289 
90 PR I NT " ENERGY I NT ERVRLS " 5 THE: ( 3 0 ) " SP1" 51AB < 4 1 . - " SP2" ; TAB (59 >" SP1 /SP2 
108 FOR ftl=2 TO NC3 3 + 1 
105 REM * * * * * LOOP OVER ENERGY INTERVALS * * * * * 
118 GC13=GC2 3=0 
112 REM * IF SPECTRUM INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS. THE ENERGY 
113 REM * IS THE AVERAGE OF THE INTERVAL? ELSE THE ENERGY IS THE 
114 REM * BEGINNING OF THE INTERVAL ****** 
115 E=ECR1-13 
116 I F HOT Q THEN 130 
120 E=<ECAi3+ECAl-13>/2 
13© FOR H2=l TO NC4 3 
135 REM * * * * * LOOP OVER MATERIALS * * * * * 
140 FOR A3= l TO NCA23 
145 REM * * * * * LOOP OVER ELEMENTS IN MATERIAL^ • • » * * * 
15© G [ H 2 3=GCH2 3+' : :FN 
155 REM ***** FNSE 
156 REM ***** P(*> : X OF ELEMENT 
157 REM ***** W<A1">* : WEIGHT FOR THIS ENERGY INTERVAL * 
158 REM ***** Q : IF 9 WEIGHT HOT INCLUDED IF 1 WEIGHT INCLUDED 
169 NEXT A3 
170 NEXT A2 
ISO GE6 3=GC U/GC2 3 
280 GC3 3=G[3 3+GC13 
210 GC4 3=G[4 3+GC2] 
220 WRITE <15.46ø>EC A l - 1 ]»ECA13»GC1 3rGCI Jj i . l *.. 1 
230 NEXT A l 
232 GC5 3=GC3 3/GC4 3 
235 D8=GE5 3 
236 REM * * * * * D8 IS USED FOR CALCULATION Oh FINAL CORRECTION FACTOR 
240 I F 0=0 THEN 270 
250 PRINT "SUMMATION" 
260 WRITE <15»478>GC3 3»GC4 3»GC5 3 
270 GOTO 590 
SE*PCA3»A2 3/ løø>*( .<W[Hl .!>•- EL fil J-ECH1-1 3>/W[ 31 3> ) tQ 
SUBROUTINE FOP CALC. OF SP 
23 -
5.? gtpppiftg M,^F Cllgylitjpn p f W * 
276 GOTO 508 
28ø PRINT "ENERGY INTERVALS "»"STOPPING POWER" 
29ø PRINT 
3øø GE3 3=ø 
31ø A2=l 
328 FOR Hl=2 TO NL 33+1 
325 REM ***** LOOP OVER ENERGY INTERVALS ***** 
33ø GC 1 3=ø 
333 REM ***** SEE REMARKS AT LI'E 112 ***** 
335 E=ECR1-13 
336 IF NOT O THEN 35ø 
340 E=CECR13+E[Rl-13)/2 
35ø FOR A3=l TO NC 13 
355 REM * * * * * LOOP OVER ELEMENTS * * * * * 
360 GC 1 3=GC 1 ]+<FNSE*PCA3» 1 J/MC8>*<H£A1 ]*<ECfll 3-ECA1-1 ].'.'MC3n> tQ 
365 REM * * * * * SEE REMARKS AT LINE 155 * * * * * 
3?ø NEXT A3 
3Sø GE3]=GC3 3+GC13 
390 WRITE <15»49e)E[f l l -n»ECfln»GC13 
4øø NEXT fil 
41ø PRINT 
42ø IF Q=ø THEN 458 
43ø PRINT "SUMMATION" 
44ø WRITE <15»480>GC3 3 
45ø PRINT 
460 FORMAT Elø.2»" -"»Elø.2»F11.3»F11.3>Ft1.3 
470 FORMAT F34.3»F11.3»F11.? 
48ø FORMAT F35.3 
498 FORMAT Elø.2?" -"»Elø.2»F12.3 
5øø PRINT 
51ø END 
5 REM ***** SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF bp. ***** 
6 REM ***** SP=Alø*L0G<E'»t9+A9*L0G<£>t3+ +Aø 
7 REM ***** THE POLYNOMIUM'S COEFF'3 ARE STORED IN THE K ARRfi'-, 
8 REM ***** M<A3»A2> IS A SPECIFIC ELEMENT ***** 
10 DEF FNS<E) 
30 X=KCMEA3»A2M0] 
40 FOR J=9 TO 1 STEP -1 
50 X=X*LGTE+KCMCA3>A2]»J3 
60 NEXT J 
79 RETURN X 
• 2*» -
I« REH ***** ROUTINE FOF «T OF STOPFIHC POWER VS. EHERC" *s**-s 
£»3 SCALE -2»?»8»8 
3« XA3CIS 0,1 
40 YftXIS -2.i 
5© PEH 
€8 PLOT ~2,1,-1 
79 FOR X=l TO 7 
m LABEL <*.i.5*:.r»e«e.€5>K 
90 CPLOT 8,6 
180 NEXT 
110 PLOT -1.95,8-2,-1 
120 FOR X=-2 TO 1 
130 LABEL <*»1.5,1.7,8*8.65>I8*X 
140 CPLOT 26+X,l 
150 MEXT X 
168 PLOT 1.4,8.2.-1 
170 LABEL <*»1.5,1.7»8,8.65>-ENERGY *EV" 
188 PLOT -1.9,7.7,-1 
198 LABEL <*»1.5, 1.7,8,8.65>"STOPPING POWER" 
288 CPLOT -14,-1 
218 LftBEL <*,1.5,1.?,8,8.65>-HEV*CK*2/G-
228 PLOT -0.4,7.7,-1 
238 LABEL <*,1.S*l.?,e»«.65>~IMS$ COLLISION STOPPING POWER" 
231 BISP "ENT 1 SHIP SPECT,2 SKIP SP1&SP2-; 
232 INPUT H 
233 IF H#0 THER 368 
235 REH * * * * * LINE 240-358 PLOT OF H0RKRLIJE2 sfECTRlW * * * * * 
248 X=Ht23 
250 FOR 0=3 TO NC 31+i 
268 IF NtOJ <= X THEN 280 
278 X=NE01 
288 NEXT O 
290 HC 11=0 
380 PLOT LGTEt 13,8 
310 FOR 0=2 TO H 3 J + 1 
328 PLOT LGTEt O-13,HE O1*5. X 
338 PLOT LGTEE03,HC0 3*5^X 
348 NEXT O 
358 PLOT LGTECNE3 3+1 3,0 
360 PEN 
370 PLOT 2 , 8 , - i 
375 RE« * * * * * LINE 380-478 IS CALCULATION OF STOPPING FONER * * * * * 
380 A4=0 
390 FOR H=-2 TO 2 STEP 8.87 
408 GE13=GE2 3=0 
418 E=18*fi 
420 FOR R2=l TO NI 43 
430 FOR 03=1 TO HEA2 3 
440 GEft2 3=GEfi2 3+<TNSE*PCfi3>fl2 3/lø8> 
450 NEXT A3 
460 NEXT fl2 
470 R4^H4+1 
475 IF N=2 THEN 49ø 
48ø PLOT ft,GCl3 
485 REM * * * * * PLOT OF SP1 * * * * * 
498 IF NC 43=1 THEN 528 
500 RC A4 3=GC 13/GC 2 3 
510 LEfi4 3=GE2 3 
520 NEXT R 
- *f -• 
530 PEH 
540 IF Hl41=2 THEM 5€» 
56« YflXIS 2,2.5 
S U PLOT 1.7.7.7.-1 
500 LABEL <*. 1.5,1.7»»*».€5>-SPl^SP2' 
-*M PLOT -».4,7.7.-1 
600 CPLOT »9-l 
410 LABEL t*»1.5,I-7»»»».€5>--SPl-
€20 PLOT 1.9,2.5,-1 
€30 FOR X*l TO 3 
€40 LABEL €*»1.5,I.7,»»».€5>X 
€50 CPLOT »»13.11 
660 MEXT :•: 
«70 PLOT 2,S,-i 
€75 IF H=2 THEM 750 
€00 »ISP "CtmUGL PEtr 
€90 STOP 
700 04=1 
710 FOR if=-2 To 2 STEF 0.07 
720 PLOT R,LCA4) 
725 RE« ***** PLOT OF SP2 ***** 
730 04=#f4+l 
740 NEXT ft 
750 PEH 
?€» 04=1 
770 FOR ft=-2 TO 2 STEP 0.07 
700 PLOT O*Rt041*2.5 
705 REH ***** PLOT OF ROT10 ***** 
790 04=04+1 
f10 MEXT O 
015 PEN 
020 PLOT -0.4*7.7,-1 
#30 CPLOT 0,-2 
040 LABEL <*»1.5,1.7,»,0.65>--SP2-
050 PLOT 2,0,-1 
060 EN» 
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5.3 Stopping p m r PlQt program 
r 
15 REM ***** SUBROUTINE FOR CfiLCULflTIOH OF SP- ***** 
£* REM ***** SP=ftl8*L0G<E)t9+ft9*LOG<E>t8+ +flø 
I ? REM ***** THE POLYNOMIUM'S COEFF'S RRE STORED IH THE K RRRfi', 
P REM ***** M<ft3»fl2> IS fl SPECIFIC ELEMENT ***** | i ø DEF FNS<E> 
f&Q X=KEMEfi3»R23>183 
if© FOR J=9 TO 1 STEP -1 
H© X=X*LGTE+KEMEfi3,R2 3»J3 
j « 0 NEXT J 
WQ RETURN X 
ÉØ COM. D8»MH8»43»PS[8»23»ESE303»HSC313fHI[4]»KSE92»lø] 
m DIM GS[6]»L.S£ 180 3>RSE 180 3 
§ 0 LORD KEY 5 
W END 
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5.4 Alworption coaffieiant data input prooraa 
i $ REFT * * * * * PHOTON CROSS SECTION DRTR INPUT PROGRfiH * * * * * 
mm DIM TSE33 3>YSE33J 
I I DISP "LORD PCS TABLE TftPE" 
:^12 STOP 
2« LORD DfiTfl 8»T 
30 DISP "RTOHIC #~; 
#e INPUT Z9 
> 5 ø DISP "CONVERSION FACTOR"? 
* € 0 INPUT C 
65 REM * * * * * THE PCS MUST CORRESPOND TO THE ENERGIES SHOWN * 
70 PRINT "ENERGY"*"PCS"»"MU" 
8 0 FOR X=l TO 33 
m DISP TEXi;-pes-; 
108 INPUT YEX3 
t l ø PRINT TtX3»YEX3»Y[X3*C 
120 YEX3=YEX3*C 
138 NEXT X 
140 STORE DRTft Z9»Y 




5.5 Absorption co*ffici«nt cilcvliUw proqrw 
5 REM ***** IHPUT ROUTINE FOR MU CALCULATIONS ***** 
lø DISP "ENT 1 SKIP INPUT"? 
12 REM ***** THIS OPTION flLLOHS DflTft TO BE TRANSFERRED FROH SP PROGRAM 
15 IHPUT H 
20 IF H THEH 450 
38 BISP "MATERIALS 1 OR 2"5 
40 INPUT NC 4 3 
58 PRINT NC 43 
68 FOR R3=l TO NC41 
70 DISP "MflT.NR"»fl3Jw» OF ELEMENTS"; 
M INPUT NC A3 3 
90 NEXT A3 
188 FOR ft3=l TO NC 4 3 
185 RE« ***** INPUT LOOP STARTS HERE ***** 
tlø PRINT "MATERIAL NR"SA3;"#"» "ATOMIC NR"»—/." 
115 E9=8 
128 FOR A=l TO Ntft33 
138 DISP "NR-Jft!" ATOMIC MR,*"; 
148 INPUT MC A > A3 3* PEA, A3 3 
145 E9=E9+PEfl»B3 3 
158 PRINT " "»A«MCA»A33»PEfl,A33 
160 NEXT A 
162 REM ***** CHECK OF PERCENTAGES IS PERFORMED HERE ***** 
165 IF ABS<E9-180X0.2 THEN 170 
166 PRINT E9">:" 
16? GOTO 115 
170 NEKT A3 
428 N9=l 
438 FOR A2=l TO NC4 3 
435 REM ***** LOOP OVER MATERIALS STARTS HERE ***** 
440 FOR A3=l TO NCR2 3 
445 REM ***** LOOP OVER ELEMENTS STARTS HERE ***** 
450 FOR A4=l TO N9-1 
455 PEM * * * * * THIS LOOP CHECKS IF AH ELEHENT HAS BEEN READ IN BEFORE 
460 IF MEA3>A23=YC34,A43 THEH 578 
478 NEKT A4 
488 LOAD DATA HEA3»A2 3»T 
485 REM ***** DATA IS HERE READ INTO THE BUFFER ARRAY T ***** 
490 FOR A=l TO 33 
495 REM ***** THIS LOOP TRANSFERS THE BUFFER TO THE Y ARRAY ***** 
?00 YEA,N9 3=TCA3 10 NEXT A 
528 YE 34 J N9 3*MC A3» A2 3 
522 REM ***** ELEMENT'S ATOMIC * STORED WITH DATA ***** 
525 MEA3»A2+23=N9 
538 H9=N9+1 
548 NEXT A3 
550 NEXT A2 
560 GOTO 590 
570 MEA3»A2+2 3=A4 
580 GOTO 548 
590 LOAD DATA 0»T 
595 REM ***** THE ENERGY VALUES ARE STORED IN THE T ARRAY ***** 
600 END 
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5.5 Absorption coefficient calculation program 
5 REM ***** SPECTRUM INPUT ROUTINE ***** 
10 PRINT "INTERVALS"5 
20 INPUT NC3 3 
30 PRINT NE3 3 
40 PRINT "LOWEST ENERGY"; 
50 INPUT ECU 
60 PRINT ECU 
€5 REN ***** LINE 79-ilø IS INPUT LOOP FOR SPECTRUM ***** 
?0 FOR ft=2 TO NE33+1 
10 BISP "END OF INT.»WEIGHT"; 
90 INPUT EC ft 3, WC ft 3 
tØø PRINT EEf t -n r - " ;EER3»HEf t3 
110 NEXT ft 
* §40 WC 31 3—0 
145 REM * * * * * CRLC. OF TOTfiL ftREft OF SPECTRUM * * * * * 
?t50 FOR ft=2 TO HE 3 3+1 
160 WC 31 3=WI 31 3+< CEC ft 3-EC ft-1 3>*WC ft 3> 
170 NEXT ft 
190 PRINT " FNERGY INTERVALS"»"HEIGHT", "REL.ftRFft" 
200 FOR ft=2 TO NC3 3+1 
205 REM * * * * * PRINT OF SPECTRUM WITH NORMftLIZEB WEIGHTS * * * * * 
210 WRITE (15» 276>E£ ft-1 3» EC ft 3> WC ft 3» WC ft 3*>EC ft 3-EE ft-1 3>/WC 31 3 
230 NEXT ft 
270 FORMAT E11.3»" -"»Eil.3»Flø.2»E18.2 
280 END 
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J » J ^ l » J » l * f c l P W A W » » w y i t 4 4 W A » l l W l i B A M I A B k A M i . J » . 1 H 4 . ^ » 
5 REM * * * * * HU CRLC. ROUTINE * * * * * 
19 DISP "WITH SPECT.ENTER 1 " ; 
iÆ8 INPUT Q 
m Gt33=GC4 3=G[5 3=G£6 3=ø 
49 PRINT "WITH"? 
S© IF Q=l THEN 78 
60 PRINT "OUT"; 
i m PRINT " SPECTRUM" 
iJm IF NE4 3=1 THEN 119 
f ø PRINT "INTERVALS"?TAB29"HU1"jTRB41"MU2";TAB51"HU1/HU2" 
^m® GOTO ise 
» H ø PRINT "INTERVALS"f"KU" 
Jp2ø PRINT 
-3$3ft FOR fll=2 TO NT 3 3+1 
Mm REM ***** LOOP OVER ENERGY INTERVALS ***** 
1148 GE 1 3=Gt 2 1=8 
| | 5 ø FOR R2=l TO NC 4 3 
IfltSS REM * * * * * LOOP OVER MATERIALS * * * * * 
-aøø FOR R3=l TO NEA2 3 
f i f 5 REM * * * * * LOOP OVER ELEMENTS * * * * * 
5179 Z=MER3»A2 3 
S175 REM * * * * * ATOMIC # OF ELEMENT * * * * * 
fitSØ B=EEA1~13 
S fS l IF 6 THEN 198 
i f iS2 GEA2 3=GEA23+FNfi<EEAl-i 3>*PER3, A2 3/1 øø 
' 1 S3 iTlTH 3'"ø 
•§É85 REM****** LINE 182-183 IS CALCULATION UITH0U1 SPECTRUM * * * * * 
-%B6 REM * * * * * P<**> IS THE PERCEHTftGE OF THE ELEMENTS * * * * * 
f-tS7 REM * * * * * FNfl IS THE ROUTINE FOR HU CALCULATION * * * * * 
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5 REH ***** KU INTERPOLATION ROUTINE ***** 
tø 8EF FNft<E> 
20 FOR 0=33 TO 2 STEP -! 
98 IF T t f l l <= E THEN 7« 
4 t NEXT R 
10 BISP "ILLEGAL ENERGY*<.015 HEV*" 
55 REN ***** THIS LIHIT IS HEEDED IN ORBER TO HLLOH 




f ø IF FNBl=ø THEN 388 
m» Eø=KEXl 
I I « Yø=LGTKtX+23 
%m »=€ 
tm C=Ttft*l 3 
gM» IF FM61=0 THEN 198 
*|S» EMCtXJ 
1€» Yl=LGTKtX+13 
? , ! * • P=CYt-Yø>^<El-EØ>*<E-E8>+YØ 
100 RETURN 10*P 
» 8 El=Ttft+13 
t ø ø Y I ^ G T Y T n ^ I f K C f t S j f e ^ U 
218 C=Ttft+23 
:^S» B*Ttft+13 
SS30 IF FNB1=8 THEM 278 
WW £2=WX3 
258 Y2=LGTK£K+iJ 
£60 GOTO 488 
178 E2=Ttft423 
238 Y2=LGTYCft+2fK£fi3*ft2*2 33 




338 O T t f t l 
.348 IF FNBl=ø THEN 388 
350 Eø=KtXI 
368 Yø=LGTKEX+23 
378 GOTO 4øø 
3SØ Eø=TCft-U 
3$0 YØ=LGTYtft-l>Htft3,fi2+2 33 
400 D=E 
# l ø C=Ttft* I3 
420 IF FNBl=ø THEM 46ø 
#38 E2=KCX3 
#40 V2=LGTKCK+U 






510 RETURN lø tP 
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% % Åhmtrmtirm coeff ic ient calculation program 
1SS REM * * * * * LIME 199-318 IS HU CALCULATION WITH SPECTRUM * * * * * 
»W8 C = t L H l 1 
188 fl?=FMB<l> 
i S 5 REM * * * * * DISCONTINUITY CHECK * * * * * 
t i « B2=» 
128 C1=C 
t 3 8 IF R?=8 THEM 278 
•3Ht R9=KtX3 
Ust «8*c 
JÉ§« c i=* tx i 
H M H=<Cl-»2>' '<Etft l 1 -E tR l - l 3> 
'i£JF$ aft235=6Xft2HFHfl<<Cl+B2>^2>*H*PEft3»ft2]*8.81*<EEfll 3-EEfl l - l 3> 
%M€ REM * * * * * « : SPECTRUM HEIGHT * * * * * / / *W<fll>'H<31> 




51« GOTO 28© 
æ t NEXT ns 
%3« NEXT R2 
-#4# IF NC 4 3=1 THEN 386 
"345 REH * * * * * JUMP IF ONLY 1 MATERIAL * * ~ * * 
35« GC63=GCi3'GC2 3 
f ? « Gt4 3=GI4 3+Gt2 3 
388 G£ 3 3=GC 3 3+GE i 3 
39« IF HC 4 3=1 THEN 438 
488 WRITE <15»558>EtRl-13,ECR13»GCn»GC2 3fGCb3 
41« NEXT fil 
415 GC53=GC33/GC4 3 
#2« PR I HT 
#38 IF Q=0 THEN 466 
44« PRINT "SUM";TRB51"WEIGHTED" 
458 WRITE <15»5€ø>Gl33»GE43»GC53 
455 P1=GC5 3 
45? REM ***** PI IS USED FOR CRLC. OF FINAL CORR. FACTOR ***** 
4€0 PRIHT 
4?« EHD 
*®8 WRITE a5»58ø>ECRl>n»ECR13»GCl] 
498 NEXT RI 
188 IF 8=6 THEM 538 
518 PRINT "SUM" 
528 WRITE <15>578>GC3] 
538 PRINT 
548 END 
S58 FORMAT Elø.2>" -",Eiø.2»E12.2>E12.2!Ft2.3 
568 FORMAT E35.2»E12.2»F12.3 
570 FORMRT F35.3 
538 FORMAT E18.2," --»E18.2»E12.2 
590 END 
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JLJI—AlMorption coefficient calculation procrain 
S REM *****DISCONTINUITY CHECK ROUTINE ***** 
i% DEF FNB(S> 
3© RESTORE 148 
40 FOR Xl = l TO 9 
m READ 21»NI»Dl 
bid IF 2i=MCR3,A23 THEN 99 
4tS REH ***** TS ELEMENT INCLUDED IN DISCONTINUITY LIST ? ***** 
•$0 NEXT XI 
RETURN 0 
FOR K=N1 TO N1+D1 STEP 3 
IF D<K[K3 AND KCH3 <= C THEN 13« 
REH ***** DOES ENERGY LIE IN ENERGY INTERVAL ? ***** 
III® NEKT X 
tit RETURN ø 
43« RETURN 1 
ilS REH ***** DATA STATEMENT IS ORGANIZED IN GROUPS OF 3: 
il6 REH ***** is ATOHIC NUMBER 
IP? REM ***** 2: POINTER TO START OF DATA FOR THIS ELEMENT IN K 
»38 REM ***** 38 LENGTH-I OF DATA FOR THIS ELEMENT § m DATA -36p 11 2» 4?, 4 ,2> 58s 7,2, 54, 18, 2, 74» 1 i? 8,73,22, 11»82,34,11 #1 DATA 92*46,11,35,58J2 
:1# COM D8,HIE 8,4 3, PSE 8,2 3, ESC 30 3, WSE 31 h NIL 4 J, KSC 75 3, YSE 34,12 3, TSC 33 3 
28 DIM GSC6 3 
30 LOAD DATA 3,K 
T40 LOAD KEY 5 
70 END 
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S i f ftfaf gratien wtf f &gim* tlttt 
1 REM ***** ROUTINE FOR PLOT OF HU VS. ENERGY ***** 
2 REH ***** LINE 19-220 IS AXIS PLOTTING t LKBELIHS ***** 
lø SCALE -2*2*-2*1 
28 XftXIS -2*1 
30 YRXIS -2*1 
40 PEN 
5« PLOT -2*-i. 9,-1 
6« FOR K=-2 TO 1 
?0 LABEL <*»1.5*1.7*ø,ø.65>lø*X 
m CPLOT ø»12.3 
S2 CPLOT ø>ø.5 
W NEXT X 
100 PLOT -2,-1.9,-1 
Itø FOR X=-2 TO 1 
120 LABEL <**1.5,1.7*ø*0.65>lø+X 
125 CPLOT ø*l 
130 CPLOT 24*8 
131 CPLOT -X»ø 
146 NEXT X 
15ø PLOT 1.4»~1.9*-1 
160 LABEL <*»1.5*1.7,0,0.65)'ENERGY HEV" 
170 PLOT -1.9*ø.8*-l 
18© LABEL <:*»1.5> 1.7*0,0.65>"MU CIH2/G" 
21© PLOT -ø.4*ø.8»-l 
220 LABEL <*»1.5*1.7*6*0.65>"MftS3 ENERGY ABSORBTION COEFFICIEMTS' 
221 BISP "ENT 1 SKIP SPECT*2 SKIP HU1&NU2"; 
222 INPUT H 
223 IF H#8 THEN 359 
225 REM * * * * * LINE 230-358 PLOT OF NORMALIZED SPECTRUM * * * * * 
230 X=WE2 3 
24© FOR 0=3 TO NC 3 3+1 
250 IF WC O 3 O X THEN 276 
260 K=HC0 3 
278 NEXT O 
280 ME13=-2 
290 PLOT L G T E m * - 2 
føø FOR 0=2 TO NC 3 3+1 
3 l ø PLOT LGTECO-13,(WC0 3*2/X>-2 
320 PLOT LGTECQ3»<ME0 3*2/K>-2 
S3ø NEKT O 
340 PLOT LGTECNC3 3+1 3,-2 
358 PEN 
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j M f f i i r i « ! t i t W T B i 
355 REH ***** LIHE 368-49« IS CftLC- OF HS.I i PLOT OF WJ1 ***** 
S70 FOR ftl=-I.e TO 2 STEP * . » ? 
38« t ^ l l = a 2 3-M 
39© FOR ft2=l TO HC41 
400 FOR H3=t TO HCA2J 
: < » G£H2:NC£ft2J*<'FHft<l8*M>*Ptf*3»823.'lt8> 
428 HEXT «3 
43© HEXT ft2 
/v135 H4*ft4+i 
436 IF H=2 THEH 45« 
448 PLOT ftl»LGTO: 11 
419 IF HE4J=1 THEH 488 
46© R C W J = a i l / G t 2 ] 
- * * * • Ltft43=G£23 
-j^VW HEXT ftl 
1 f f l& PEH 
S i t IF Mt41^2 THEH 528 
5i# EJW 
%15 REH ***** LIHE 520-63© IS *X13 PLOTTING & LABELING ***** 
* S » YHXIS 2*1 
'-$38 PLOT 1.7,8.«,-! 
f W LABEL <*, 1.5*1.7»6»*.65>~nUi'1W2" 
JlfS© PLOT -8.4,8.8,-1 
ifg8 CPLOT 8,-1 
Wm LABEL <•» 1.5*1.7»«»«.65/~-HlfI~ 
=
 SS8 PLOT 1.9,-1,-1 
*dj» FOR X=l TO 3 
680 LflEEL <*»1.5,1.7>8*8.65>X 
*18 CPLOT 0,13 
615 CPLOT 0,1 
628 HEXT X 
€3© PLOT 2*1,-1 
€4© BISP "CHANGE PEH" 
£50 STOP 
'WSS REH ***** LIHE 659-736 IS PLOT OF HU2 fe Hi H2 ***** 
€59 A3=8 
#68 FOR A1=~1.S TO 2 STEP 8.07 
#65 A3=A3+1 
§66 IF H=2 THEH 688 
$78 PLOT A1»LGTLCA3J 
680 HEXT Al 
#98 PEH 
#95 ft3=e 
t8© FOR Al=-1.3 TO 2 STEP 8.87 
785 A3*A3*1 
718 PLOT A!*R£A33-2 
738 HEXT m 
735 PEH 
737 REH ***** PLOT HU2 LABEL IH DIFFERENT COLOUR ***** 
748 PLOT -8.4,0.S»-1 
758 CPLOT 8,-2 
768 LABEL *#,1.5,1.7,8,8.65>"-HU2" 
778 PLOT 2,1,-1 
738 END 
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S.å Absorption co« f f i c i>nt Blot program 
5 REH * * * * * HU IHTERPOLftTION ROUTINE * * * * * 
10 ICF FNfKE) 
2« FOR ft=33 TO 2 STEP - 1 
38 IF T l f l ] <= E THEN 70 
4« HEKT ft 




98 IF FHB(1>=8 THEN 388 
1 M E8=K£K3 
I I « ¥8=LGTKCX+23 
12© 1=€ 
13© C=Ttft+iJ 




188 RETURN 18+P 
198 El=Ttft+13 
288 Yl=LGTYCft+l»ff£ft3»B2+233 
f ! 8 C=Ttft+23 
228 J*=TCfl+13 
238 IF FHB<I>=8 THEN 278 
248 E2=K£XJ 
258 ¥2=LCTK£K+13 
268 GOTO 488 
278 E2=TIft+23 
288 ¥2=tGTYtft+2»H£ft3» A2+2 33 





348 IF FHB<I>=© THEH 388 
358 Eø*KCXJ 
368 Y8=LGTKCK+23 
378 GOTO 488 
388 E8=TCfl-13 
398 Y8»LGTYlft-l»H£B3>R2+2 33 
48© »*E 
418 O T C f t + l l 
428 IF FHB<1)=8 THEN 468 
438 E2=KCK3 
448 Y2=LGTMK+13 
458 GOTO 488 
468 E2*TtR+U 
478 V2*LGTVC fl+1*«t f*3 > ft2+2 3 3 
488 P=<E-E1>*<E~E2>/<E8-E1V<E8-E2>*rø 
498 P=P+CE-E8>*<E-E2>/<E1-E8>/<E1-£2>*Y1 
588 P = P - M E ~ E 8 > * < E - E 1 V < E 2 - E 8 > / < E 2 - E 1 > * Y 2 
518 RETURN 18*P 
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£*£—Absorption coefficient plot 
5 REM *****DISCONTINUITY CHECK ROUTINE ***** 
10 DEF FMBCS) 
3@ RESTORE 148 
4© FOR Xl = l TO 9 
- 5© READ 21»N1»D1 
68 IF Z1=M[A3,A23 THEN 99 
65 REM ***** IS ELEMENT INCLUDED IN DISCONTINUITY LIST ? ***** 
70 NEXT XI 
80 RETURN O 
> 90 FOR X=N1 TO Nl+Dl STEP 3 
/ løø IF IKKE X 3 AND KCX3 <= C THEN 138 
•£. 185 REM * * * * * DOES ENERGY LIE IN ENERGY INTERVAL '•' * * * * * 
f 110 NEXT X 
1 .120 RETURN ø 
p 1 3 0 RETURN 1 
£ ' 1 3 5 REM * * * * * DATA STATEMENT IS ORGANIZED IN GROUPS OF 3: 
# 1 3 6 REM * * * * * is ATOMIC NUMBER 
'
:
 13? REM * * * * * 2 : POINTER TO START OF DATA FOR THIS ELEMENT IN K 
l | 138 REM * * * * * 3S LENGTH-1 OF DATA FOR THIS ELEMENT 
1-140 DATA 36»i»2»47»4i2»50»7»2>54»10»2»74»i3»8>79>22>l l>82»34»l l 
I 141 DATA 92,46>11,35>58»2 
48 COM D8>MIC8»4 3»pRCft,2],ESC301,U'=T---'i l.H't J-i t/.-r-c--, ,.,-r - * -~ 
m LOAD KEY 7 " 4 J ' , - ' [ ' 5 ^ < ^ 34, 12 3' TSt 333 | 0 DIM GSC6 3,LSClfejø],RStlØØ] 
40 END 
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Mm ^ Æi imKm^KSmåkMbSØåSmkm 
5 REM * * * * * ROUTINE FOR CftLC. OF F * * * * * 
6 REH * * * * * THIS ROUTINE IS ftCCESSED MITH H LIMK 9 * * * * * 
7 REM * * * * * FROM THE MU CftLC. PROGRAM * * * * * 
Mø PRINT "THICKNESS IH G^CHt2"» 





IF G>8 THEN 88 




M S P "SP1-SP2"; 
INPUT »7 
$80 IF B7>ø THEN 128 
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A nreejreai in BASIC for e ee**-te» c o i n lo tor 
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